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IN-HOUSE GOLF BALLS
• All orders include up to 2-color, single pole imprint
• Each additional color add $1.56 (G) per dozen print charge
• $31.25 (G) setup fee for 3-4 color imprint
• Images with the most colors will be considered first pole

SECOND POLE
• Second pole printing charges $3.12 (G) per dozen for the 
first color, each additional color add $1.56 (G) per dozen
• $31.25 (G) setup fee for 1-2 colors, $62.50 (G) for 3-4 colors

MINIMUM ORDERS
• 1-2 colors: 12 dozen
• 3-4 colors: 24 dozen
• Below minimum charge of $31.25 (G)

PRODUCTION TIME
• Production time is 5-10 working days after artwork ap-
proval

TERMS
• For new clients, payment is required on first order prior to 
shipping. 
• Orders of $2,500 (before taxes) require 50% down pay-
ment with order confirmation
• Orders may not be processed if accounts are in arrears
• All prices are subject to change without prior notice

SHIPPING
• FOB : Winnipeg, MB
• Customer may request shipping insurance at their ex-
pense
• Customer assumes all responsibility for orders after they 
leave our warehouse

ARTWORK
• General sizing guidelines: Logo can fit within a 0.875 inch 
diameter circle. Maximum logo size varies depending on 
logo dimensions
• Vector artwork to be supplied by the customer, Adobe 
Illustrator (.AI or .EPS), PDF, or Corel Draw (.CDR) are ac-
ceptable formats
• Please ensure that all text has been converted to curves/
outlines
• Artworks that needs to be created/ re-worked will be 
charged a minimum of $62.50 (G), any charges beyond this 
will be discussed with customer

COLOR MATCHING
• Free Pantone matching. If specific color is required, please 
provide Pantone number with purchase order
• Customer assumes responsibility for correct Pantone 
number
• We will not guarantee Pantone color matching on colored 
golf balls
• Pantone matching not available for 4-color process im-
print. Pantone colors will be converted to 4-color process

ART APPROVAL
• Proofs will be faxed or e-mailed for approval before pro-
duction
• If any changes occur after art has been approved, a 
charge of $31.25 (G) will be added
• Customer assumes responsibility for quality, resolution 
and overall accuracy of all approved artwork.
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The Revolution’s 2-piece Ionomer cover construction feels soft off ev-
ery club and generates great short-iron spin. Large, fast core features 
an increased Coefficient of Restitution to maximize energy for longer 
distance.

The Loco golf ball is designed with a low compression to suit slower 
swing speeds. It has an 80 compression and is built to meet the needs 
of the aspiring golfer. It has a highly durable surlyn cover and a large 
rubber core to give excellent distance on all shots.

The Hex Diablo’s unique Trionomer  cover blend is built to maximize 
ball speed and promote low driver spin for longer, straighter drives. 
HEX Aerodynamics creates long, penetrating distance, reduces drag 
and promotes a stable ball flight that holds its line in the wind.

MAXFLI REVOLUTION

DUNLOP LOCO SPIN

CALLAWAY HEX DIABLO

IN-HOUSE
EXCLUSIVES

IN-HOUSE PRINTING
SETUPS & GUIDELINES

Best
Value

SALES@REDSCARFGIFTCO.COM
MOBILE: 647-224-0990
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AVX

VELOCITY

TOUR SPEED TOUR SOFT

TRUFEEL

The new Titleist Tour Speed is a multilayer, ther-
moplastic urethane covered golf ball providing 
exceptional distance in the long game and pre-
cise short game control. The technology driven 
core design delivers maximum speed on full 
swing shots and 346 quadrilateral dipyramid 
dimple design provides penetrating flight for 
long distance with tight dispersion.

The new Tour Soft delivers category leading 
soft feel and commanding distance. Built with 
the largest core ever in a Titleist golf ball, the 
Tour Soft provides responsive feel and very 
fast speed.  This soft core is surrounded by an 
ultra-thin 4CE grafted cover for excellent short 
game performance. Available in white and yel-
low.

The new Titleist TruFeel is the softest Titleist golf 
ball with low spin for long distance along with 
excellent control into and around the green. 
With enhanced the aerodynamics to maximize 
flight, so you can experience more distance 
where your game needs it most. Available in 
white, matte red, and yellow.

Titleist Velocity golf balls are powered for even 
more explosive distance. Reengineered with a 
softer LSX core and our fastest cover blend to 
generate even more distance. Titleist Velocity 
golf balls provide power, precision and playable 
feel. Now available in white, matte pink, orange, 
and green.

The new Titleist AVX golf ball utilizes break-
through core, cover and aerodynamic technol-
ogy. AVX is a premium performance golf ball for 
golfers who prioritize distance and extremely 
soft feel with a piercing, low ball flight. It has 
been engineered to be the lowest flying, lowest 
spinning and softest feeling high performance 
golf ball in the Titleist line. Available in white 
and yellow.

PRO V1 &
PRO V1X
Faster from core to cover, the new Titleist® Pro V1® and 
Pro V1x® offers total performance and features longer 
distance, high trajectory, low long game spin, increased 
Drop-and-Stop™ greenside control and softer feel. Fea-
tures a softer cast Urethane Elastomer Cover System, 
faster low spin casing layer, and a reformulated 2.0 ZG 
Process Core for low long game spin and penetrating/ 
high trajectory. Available in white and yellow.
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CHROME SOFT &
CHROME SOFT X

TP5 &
TP5X

The Callaway Chrome Soft and Chrome Soft X Golf Ball 
combines Tour-proven distance and performance with 
unparalleled feel and exceptional mis-hit forgiveness, 
led by the groundbreaking new Graphene Dual Soft 
Fast Core- new, larger inner core maximizes compres-
sion energy while minimizing driver-spin and promot-
ing high launch for long distance. Available in white and 
yellow.

There’s a reason TP5 is the Most Complete Tour Ball in 
Golf, because it’s built like no other. As the only 5-layer 
Tour ball, it delivers unmatched performance off the tee, 
from the fairway and around the green. On any shot the 
golf course throws at you, there’s one ball that’s better 
for all.

ERC SOFT SUPERHOT
TOUR 
RESPONSE

ERC Soft has completely reinvented how a dis-
tance ball performs with our new innovative Hy-
brid Cover. This multi-material cover creates an 
exceptional combination of faster ball speeds 
for longer distance, incredibly soft feel, and no-
ticeably higher spin for excellent control around 
the green. Featuring Triple Track lines on the 
ball for improved putting accuracy. Available in 
white and yellow.

The Superhot Golf Ball is a super long distance 
ball with great short game spin and control. 
New Superhot BOLD options also available in 
matte red and yellow.

Effortless compression, tour technology. The 
new Tour Response is a 3-layer ball with 100% 
Urethane cover for increased groove interaction 
to generate more back spin around the green 
and soft flexible material with increased elastic 
components for better feel. Available in white 
and yellow.

SUPERSOFT

WARBIRD

SOFT
RESPONSE

WARBIRD 2.0

The new Callaway Supersoft golf balls are a 
long, straight distance ball that’s incredibly 
soft, with an ultra-low compression core for fast 
ball speeds, and super low spin and low drag. 
Advanced core promotes low spin for longer, 
straighter flight on full shots. Available in white, 
yellow, matte red, pink, orange, and green.

The Warbird Golf Ball is designed for distance 
and maximum flight from a high-energy core 
and a 2-piece design. The extra-large high-en-
ergy core is highly compressible to unlock more 
potential distance at any swing speed. Available 
in white and yellow.

Effortless Compression, dominant distance. The 
new Soft Response is a 3-layer ball with a hi-
spring compression and extended flight dimple 
pattern creating added lift for easier launch and 
flight. Available in white, yellow, and red.

The Warbird 2.0 two piece construction features 
a fast core, a durable Ionomer cover and the 
patented HEX Aerodynamics, that delivers long 
ball flight every time.

DISTANCE +
New Distance + from TaylorMade offers 
high-velocity performance for distance on all 
shots. Combining a REACT Speed Core and 
high-speed, low-drag aerodynamics, golfers will 
experience a golf ball designed for speed. New 
+ alignment stamp provides immediate feed-
back and easy alignment Available in white and 
yellow.

NOODLE
EASY DISTANCE 

NOODLE
LONG & SOFT 

Noodle Easy Distance is a new 2-piece ball 
with explosive core and anti-sheer cover. Im-
pact propulsion core for longer carry, great 
feel and increased spin around the greens 
and patented dimple design for straighter 
flight.

The original Noodle Long and Soft with 2-layer 
construction, 34 compression core and aerody-
namic dimple pattern. Comes in 15-ball packs.
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SOFTFLI

MTB BLACK MTB-X GET SUM

The Wilson Staff Fifty Elite golf ball delivers bal-
ance to your game. Synergies between an ad-
vanced rubber core chemistry and a firm iono-
mer cover yield a fast, 50 compression golf ball 
with powerful acceleration. Available in white, 
yellow, orange, green, and pink.

At 60 compression, Duo Professional takes urethane cover tech-
nology to new heights, blending tour-level performance with our 
best-feeling player’s ball. Low compression for incredible feel, 
flies at least as far as any competitive 3-piece ball. Available in 
white, matte yellow, orange, and green.

DUO SOFT+ FIFTY ELITE

DUO OPTIXDUO PROFESSIONAL

ULTRA 500

Revised with a smaller core, Duo Optix now packs more distance than ever before 
with bolder, brighter matte colors you can’t miss. Semi-translucent high visibility cov-
er so you can easily track the ball in flight or locate it quickly in all types of ground 
cover. Soft, high resilience polybutadiene core for exceptional feel and straighter flight 
off the tee. Available in matte yellow, red, orange, and green.

The Ultra 500 golf balls provide long-lasting 
durability to beginners with improving swing 
speeds. The high energy core, paired with a 
unique dimple pattern, provides optimal flight 
trajectory and tour-like distance.

The world’s softest and longest premium 
2-piece ball delivers supercharged performance 
with VelocitiCOR™. Advanced materials in the 
core amplify every ounce of power from your 
swing, for greater consistency distance. 

STAFF MODEL &
STAFF MODEL R

TOUR &
TOUR X

Staff Model is a true Tour-caliber, 4-piece urethane golf 
ball that delivers unmatched precision, speed and con-
sistency. Since uneven paint can adversely affect perfor-
mance, Staff Model is painted using a finely controlled 
application process that ensures every urethane ball 
leaves the factory with a nearly flawless finish; while 
Staff Model R is the first golf ball to feature an unpaint-
ed urethane cover that delivers a lower flight trajectory, 
and ”grabs” the wedge surface for enhanced greenside 
spin.

The Maxfli Tour Golf Balls feature a patented Center of 
Gravity Balanced technology. Each golf ball’s moment 
of inertia is aligned in the optimal direction and boldly 
marked on each golf ball. Maxfli Tour’s 3-piece construc-
tion consist of a large and soft inner core, while Tour X’s 
4-piece construction consist of a soft inner core and a 
firm outer core. Available in gloss and matte white, Tour 
also available in matte yellow and green.

For golfers looking for a high-performance golf 
ball, the MTB-X is Snell’s latest 3 piece design of-
fering superior distance with new smaller core 
for low driver spin & faster speeds. Thicker man-
tle layer provides high spin and firmer feel than 
the MTB Black model.  MTB-X features our CAST 
urethane cover for excellent control, feel, & dura-
bility. Available in white and yellow.

Get Sum is a high performance 2-pc golf ball 
that offers excellent feel and control. The core 
is a large, soft low compression core that allows 
for the ball to have very low spin rates which in-
creases distance and creates less hooks and slic-
es. All with fast ball speeds for any swing speed, 
and exceptional soft feel and control. Available 
in white and yellow.

For golfers looking for a high-performance golf 
ball, the MTB Black is Snell’s award-winning 3 
piece design offering superior  distance - fast 
core with 7% lower compression providing low 
spin and long distance. Mantle layer design pro-
vides the spin control preferred by better play-
ers. Available in white and yellow.

Stick scoring shots closer to the pin with SoftFli Golf Balls. Maxfli’s softest 
golf ball features a 35 compression rating and delivers a blend of soft feel 
and greenside control. The soft ionomer blend cover outfitted with a 332 
dimple pattern further promotes soft feel while generating more consis-
tent flight for all swing speeds. Available in gloss white, matte white, blue, 
green, pink, red,  and orange.

Maxfli’s straightest golf ball featuring a unique Find the Fairway dimple pat-
tern that utilizes 374 large and small dimples in stacked and packed patterns 
to reduce lift and increase accuracy. With the StraightFli, that same shot has 
the ability to go from the rough to the fairway. Available in gloss white, matte 
white, green, and orange.
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TOUR B X &
TOUR B XS

TOUR B RX &
TOUR B RXS

Z-STAR &
Z-STAR XV

The reinvented TOUR B X features Bridgestone’s new 
REACTIV cover technology to get more distance and 
more spin out of the same golf ball. Designed to fit golf-
ers with tour fast swing speeds of over 105mph, the new 
TOUR B X has higher ball speed for maximum distance 
while having ‘hit and sit’ performance on approach 
shots, while the new TOUR B XS has softer feel and max-
imum greenside spin, allowing you to stop approach 
and pitch shots on a dime.

The reinvented TOUR B RX features Bridgestone’s new  
REACTIV cover technology to get more distance and 
more spin out of the same golf ball. Designed to fit golf-
ers with swing speeds under 105mph, the new TOUR B 
RX has higher ball speed for maximum distance while 
having ‘hit and sit’ performance on approach shots, 
while the new TOUR B RXS has softer feel and maxi-
mum greenside spin, allowing you to stop approach 
and pitch shots on a dime.

Z-STAR provides incredible distance, feel, and control, 
but where it really shines is spin. Its softer overall com-
pression is perfectly tuned to give you absurd greenside 
spin and control. Z-STAR XV provides incredible spin, 
feel, and control, but where it really shines is distance. 
Its dual core construction makes every tee shot go far-
ther and every green a club closer. Available in white 
and yellow.

E6E12 CONTACT LADY PRECEPT
The reformulated e6 is designed for golfers with 
moderate swing speeds seeking maximum dis-
tance on all shots. The new 2-piece construction 
with low compression core is designed for high 
ball speed while maintaining soft feel. Available 
in white and yellow.

The new Bridgestone e12 Contact is straight 
distance you can see. The new Contact Force 
dimple features a unique structure with a 
raised area in the center and an outer portion 
that slows horizontal rotation during flight. The 
result is faster ball speed and straight distance 
with every club in the bag. Available in white, 
green, red, and yellow

Softer, higher, longer. The new Bridgestone 
Lady Precept are for players who want soft feel, 
more control and less vibration at impact. The 
unique 330-seamless dimple design generates
increased lift off your club face and gradational 
compression equals more repulsion and longer 
drives.

Q-STAR TOUR Q STAR SOFT FEEL
Now in its fifth generation, the Q-Star from 
Srixon provides exceptional performance from 
tee to green. Enhanced with the FastLayer Core 
and new Spin Skin with SeRM, the new Q-Star 
offers outstanding distance performance while 
maintaining excellent greenside spin. Available 
in white and yellow.

Increase your driving distance and enjoy unri-
valed softness with Soft Feel, the soft distance 
ball that outperforms the competition. Soft 
Feel’s Ionomer Cover is remarkably thin and 
soft, producing ample spin for more control on 
your greenside shots. Available in white and yel-
low.

Now in its third generation, the new Q-Star Tour 
is Srixon’s softest golf ball with tour-level perfor-
mance. Get tour-caliber spin and distance from 
its three-piece construction and urethane cov-
er, along with exceptionally softer feel than tra-
ditional tour balls. Available in white and yellow.

SOFT FEEL
LADY

SOFT FEEL
BRITE MARATHON
The new Srixon Soft Feel Brite delivers the same 
soft feel and incredible distance you love about 
Soft Feel, now in three new brite color options. 
Available in matter red, orange, and green.

Engineered for distance and durability. The 
large, highly resilient core delivers extreme dis-
tance and the strong ionomer cover protects 
the ball from harsh elements. Comes in 15-ball 
packs.

Increase your driving distance and enjoy unri-
valed softness with Soft Feel Lady, the soft dis-
tance ball that outperforms the competition. 
Available in white and pink.
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GAMER URETHANE
Top-Flite Gamer Urethane - Achieve player-preferred playability from tee to green with Top Flite 
Gamer Urethane Golf Balls. The urethane cover features Dimple in Dimple Aerodynamics to opti-
mize lift and distance on long shots, while unlocking superior spin control on greenside shots. A Du-
Pont HPF mantle layer positioned between the core and cover reduces long game spin for accura-
cy. The higher-energy core construction enables optimum compression for next-level performance.

EMPOWER
HAMMER DISTANCE
/ CONTROL XL DISTANCE
Get ready to go long with the Top Flite Hammer 
balls by maximizing distance with increased 
ball speeds. Make every hole a long drive hole 
and leave the lay-ups behind. Choose Distance 
for maximum distance and high ball speed, or 
Control for maximum speed with a soft feel. 
Comes in 15-ball packs.

Leave the lay-ups behind and step up to long 
distance. With three decades of experience in 
maximizing distance and durability, the Top-
Flite XL Distance is designed to make your 
game big and your shots soar. Comes in 15-ball 
packs. Available in white and yellow.

Designed to provide maximum distance for 
slower swing speeds! A larger core and soft-
er compression maintains ball speeds for in-
creased distance. Exceptional feel and higher 
launch angle produced by the soft 332 dimple 
outer ball layer. Available in white and multi-col-
ored packs.

RUSH SOFT
Pinnacle Soft is designed to give golfers an in-
credibly soft feel and help them hit the ball 
longer. The high energy, low compression core 
combined with a soft cover and advanced 332 
icosahedral dimple design create low spin for 
longer shots and a soft feel. Comes in 15-ball 
packs. Available in white and pink.

Pinnacle Rush is designed to deliver extraordi-
nary distance helping golfers of all abilities hit 
the ball farther with every club. The high energy 
core along with a soft cover and advanced 332 
icosahedral dimple design combine for a pow-
erful, consistent ball flight for long distance with 
every club. Comes in 15-ball packs. Available in 
white and yellow.

DURABLE PLASTIC
WEDGE TEES
2 3/4” reusable plastic wedge tees, imprintable 
on both sides with up to 2-colors. Large imprint 
area makes your logo even more visible.

2 3/4” & 3/14”
WOODEN TEES

POKER CHIP
BALL MARKERS

DIVOT REPAIR
TOOLS

PLASTIC
BALL MARKERS

Imprintable on shaft of tee, may include both 
text and simple logo in stock colors. 2 3/4” size 
comes in different colors.

Custom full-color poker chip made of ABS plas-
tic and has a steel disc inside. Use as business 
cards, mulligans, drink or food vouchers, invita-
tions or tournament keepsakes, and of course , 
high visibility ball markers.

Plastic divot repair tools with full-color logo im-
print.

Plastic ball markers with full-color logo imprint.

BUSINESS CARD
COMBO PACK
Includes:
• Two reusable plastic tees with 1-color logo im-
print
• One divot repair tool with full-color imprint
• One plastic ball marker OR upgrade to a poker 
chip ball marker with full-color imprint
• Combo packs come in a polybag that you  can 
insert your business card in!

TEES, DIVOT REPAIR TOOLS,
AND BALL MARKERS
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GOLF BALL
CUSTOM PACKAGING

1-BALL
PLASTIC CUBE
Individual golf balls packed in plain plastic 
cubes.

1-BALL
PILLOW PACK

2-BALL
TUBE

2-BALL
PILLOW PACK

STEP 1

STEP 2 STEP 3

CUSTOMIZE YOUR ORDER

3-BALL
TUBE

Individual golf balls packed in  plastic pillow 
pack with two logo’d plastic wedge tees OR four 
blank wooden tees.

Two golf balls packed in plastic pillow pack with 
two logo’d plastic wedge tees OR four blank 
wooden tees.

Two golf balls packed in clear plastic tube and 
four logo’d plastic wedge OR six blank wooden 
tees, with foam stand.

Mix and match from our wide variety of In-
house golf balls

Pick your packaging between 
our one-ball, two-ball, or three-
ball packs

Choose your accessories

Plastic ball markers with full-color logo imprint. 
Three golf balls packed in clear plastic tube.

1

2

3

4

5

GOLF
ACCESSORIES

MAXFLI HONORS+ STAND BAG

TRI-FOLD HEAVY COTTON
EMBROIDERED GOLF TOWEL

TRI-FOLD MICROFIBER
SUBLIMATED GOLF TOWEL

Constructed with lightweight nylon ripstop material for added durability, the 
Maxfli Honors+ Stand bag has 14-way padded divider with three full-length 
dividers for easy organization, 10 pockets including 2 large garment pockets, 
interior velour-lined valuables pocket, easy-access golf ball pocket, and fully 
insulated beverage cooling pocket. This stand bag has durable carry straps 
with high density foam padding for comfort and combination towel ring and 
glove holder for convenience while cart strap channel keeps pockets acces-
sible while bag is stable.

16” x 22” extra heavy 500g all cotton terry tri-fold towel withwith nickel 
plated attachment hardware. Velour finish front and full loop back, logo 
embroidered up to 5,000 stitches and free laydown stitch. Available in 
plain or embroidered, comes in black, navy, sand, burnt orange, white 
and red.

Sublimated microfiber terry tri-folded golf towel, finished size 5” x 18”, flat 
size 12” x 18”. Edge to edge sublimation for unlimited graphics and sponsor 
logos decoration. 100% polyester no ink feel with sublimation decoration and 
microfiber terry fabric helps clean your clubs and golf ball better. 

REMOVABLE FRONT POCKET 
FOR EASY DECORATION!
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FULL-COLOR CUSTOM PRINTED
HOCKEY PUCKS

FULL-COLOR CUSTOM PRINTED
MINI HOCKEY STICKS

VICEROY OFFICIAL 
HOCKEY PUCKS

4 OZ. BLUE
JUNIOR PUCKS

HOCKEY PUCK
DISPLAY CASE

HOCKEY PUCK
BOTTLE OPENER

HOCKEY PUCK
PHONE STAND

17 1/2” PLASTIC 
MINI HOCKEY STICKS

HOCKEY
HAT TRICK PACKAGE

NO SETUP CHARGE,
NO MINIMUM QUANTITY

REQUIRED!

NO SETUP CHARGE,
NO MINIMUM QUANTITY

REQUIRED!

Official size and weight, game-ready hockey 
pucks with full-color digital imprint, able to dec-
orate on both sides. Customize with your team 
or company logo, or personalize with individual 
player names and photo. No setup charge and 
no minimum order required. Available in regu-
lar or Canadian-made pucks.

Lighter weight design for youth players. The 
weight of the puck is suited for the strength of 
younger players and for the protection level of 
their equipment. 

Available in domed or cube style, the clear plas-
tic protects the puck from accidental scuffs 
while also keeping the dust at bay. Treasure 
your memories as you display your favorite 
signed puck, team puck, or any souvenir puck 
you value. The case holds each puck in an up-
right, yet slightly declined manner to be easily 
visible. 

Custom printed bottle opener made from real 
hollowed out puck. Decorate with your compa-
ny logo or favorite team on one side, recessed 
thick stainless steel bottle opener plate on the 
other side. Makes great coaster as well as bottle 
opener.

Unique cell phone stand made from real 6 oz. 
solid rubber pucks, tough and virtually inde-
structible. Perfect for use at your favorite sports 
bar or restaurant, nightstand, office desk or 
anywhere you want to prop up your phone.

Plastic mini hockey sticks with full-color digital 
imprint, able to decorate on both sides. Cus-
tomize with your team or company logo, or per-
sonalize with individual player names and pho-
to. Large imprint area both on shaft and blade, 
perfect for promoting your brand or team. No 
setup charge and no minimum order required. 

Show off your team spirit with the perfect hockey give-
away package. Each set includes 1 import puck with one-
side imprint in plastic cube display case, 1 mini hockey 
stick with shaft imprint, and 1 dog tag with two-side im-
print (available in black or white finish) with same full-col-
or imprint on each item. Personalization on each set or 
additional imprint locations also available.

While we make every effort to ensure max-
imum durability of the imprint, we do not 
warranty the pucks for logo wear or damage 
caused to pucks by game play.

Because of the wide range of environments 
and conditions any given puck may face, we 
cannot make a guarantee on how long a cus-
tom printed puck can be used for in game play 
before the imprint displays damage.
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CUSTOM PRINTED
TEAM PRODUCTS

DOG TAGS

ENTRANCE MATS

3-PLY COTTON MASK

FITTED SPANDEX MASK

NECK GAITERS

SKATE MATS

NECK TIES

RALLY TOWELS

Powder coated steel dog tags with full-color 
imprint. Customize with your team colors and 
logo, able to have different decoration on each 
side. Available in black or white. Able to person-
alize individual dog tags. 

Digitally printed high density nylon mats offer 
ing top of the line fabric with cleated rubber 
backing ensuring high performance and du-
rability. Full color printing process accommo-
dates any kind of design with various colours 
choices. Available in 5’ x 3’ and 6’ x 4’.

3-ply adult cotton face mask with filter pock-
et. Made from 100 % cotton, washable and re-
usable. Adjustable ear straps with stopper to 
maximize comfort, flexible wire nose band for 
best fit and also prevents fogging when mask 
is worn with glasses. Full-color transfer logo on 
one side.

Non-medical best value spandex fitted face 
mask, stylish and soft on the ears for a comfort 
fit. Full color sublimation imprint edge to edge 
on left side. 

Durable 1/4” thick 11oz felt carpet with non-slip 
rubber backing and black bound edges.  In-
clude your logo, team image and add in text 
- year, league, division, tournament, event, etc. 
Colors will change to match your team logo and 
colors. Available in 18” x 15” or 24” x 18”.

Unique full length 100% tight weave satin poly-
ester neck tie with full-color sublimation im-
print on front and back. A beautiful addition to 
any company uniform or special event.

Get the rally towel that stands out with edge 
to edge sublimation that creates sharp images 
that won’t fade or flake after washes. 100% Poly-
ester. 12” x 18” in size.
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BASEBALL &
ACCESSORIES

BASEBALL
HOME RUN PACKAGE
The perfect baseball giveaway package. Each set in-
cludes 1 Rawlings OLB3C-R official baseball with 1-col-
or imprint in plastic cube display case and 1 18” mini 
wooden baseball bat with 1-color imprint. 

RAWLINGS OFFICIAL 
LEAGUE BASEBALL

ACRYLIC BASEBALL 
DISPLAY CUBE

18” MINI WOOD
BASEBALL BAT 

Acrylic display cube for your favorite memora-
bilia baseball. This display case fits a regulation 
size baseball and is made of two “u” shaped 
halves that slide together. The baseball is sup-
ported with a four-pronged pedestal. The dis-
play case is perfect for autographed baseballs, 
personalized baseballs or company logo base-
balls

18” mini baseball bat with a natural varnish 
ready for your team or company logo! This mini 
bat makes for a great promotional gift, team 
gift or memorabilia gift. The mini baseball bat 
can be printed up to two sides. The 18” mini 
baseball bat is sure to impress and is the kind of 
promotional gift that will last for years to come!

As an official size and weight baseball, the Raw-
lings OLB3 Recreational Play Baseball has been 
designed with a synthetic leather cover for easy 
gripping along with Major League Seams. The 
Rawlings OLB3 baseballs are the perfect gift for 
company promotions, team promotions or sim-
ply as a personalized memorabilia item. Cus-
tomize the baseballs with your company’s logo, 
brand or slogan to present at your next compa-
ny or team event. 

NEW PRODUCTS!1
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This versatile neck gaiter is a reusable, washable 
protective face covering. Tubular shape make a 
variety of uses made from 4 way stretch fabric 
for more durability, moisture wicking fabric, 
double stitched and hemmed for a retail finish.  
Full-color sublimation imprint. Washable and 
reusable. 
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XPAND & STAND
PHONE GRIPS

NUCKEES™ 
PHONE GRIP & STAND

10,000 mAH
POWER BANKS

2, 600 mAH
MINI POWER BANKS

QI-ENABLED 5W
WIRELESS CHARGERS

XPAND & STAND 
PHONE GRIPS

Saving fingers everywhere – Nuckees is the grip you never knew you needed. From 
texting and getting perfect selfies to mobile gaming, watching videos and more, 
nuckees takes the work out of holding your phone. 

From elegant design to dual output, the sleek aluminum Lithium-Ion 
Power Bank has it all. Dual charging with a regular 1A output and an ul-
tra-fast charging 2.1A! Ultra-slim at 10mm thick, with no limit full-colour, 
full coverage digital customization. Keep in your bag and promote your 
brand with every use.  Available in black or silver finish.

Small size, durable aluminum case, and simple operation using one but-
ton. Charge your mobile telephone or other device via micro USB on-the-
go, while promoting your brand with the large imprint area. Available in 
black or silver finish. 

Wireless Chargers for Qi Enabled Devices. This round wireless charger is 
compatible with all Qi-enabled devices. Simply position your phone on the 
wireless power charger and charging starts immediately. Large imprint 
area for maximum brand visibility. Comes with USB cord.

Say Hello to Xpand and Stand, our brand new expanding 
phone grip and stand that offers great flexibility at a fabu-
lous price point! Easily attached to your smart phone or de-
vice with a reusable sticky back. The Xpand and Stand be-
comes a media stand for any smart phone or device, a grip 
for texting or taking photos, or a stand for watching videos. 
The best part is the print area, where you can have any com-
pany logo or personalize. Xpand and Stand provides an af-
fordable solution for any promotion.

FULL-COLOR, 
FULL-COVERAGE
CUSTOMIZATION

NO SETUP CHARGE!

FULL-COLOR
CUSTOMIZATION

NO SETUP CHARGE!

FULL-COLOR
CUSTOMIZATION

NO SETUP CHARGE!FULL-COLOR, 
FULL-COVERAGE
CUSTOMIZATION

NO SETUP CHARGE!

Snug-Hug technology is what makes Nuckees hug your fingers. It’s 
expandable, allowing Nuckees to do ALL the holding for you, fitting 
any size fingers snug and comfortably. Snug-Hug also automatically 
retracts when not in use, keeping your phone slim and Nuckees out 
of the way. 

No matter what size your hands and fingers, Nuckees gives you the 
most custom hold out of any other grips on the market. Nuckees also 
doubles as a 4-way kick-stand letting you watch videos and FaceTime 
with ease.

PORTABLE
POWER BANKS

WIRELESS
CHARGERS
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MOBILE WEBCAM
PRIVACY COVERS

USB 
FLASH DRIVES

DECORATION
SERVICES

WEBCAM COVERS CUSTOMER-SUPPLIED 
PRODUCTS

MINI LED FLASHLIGHT & 
SWIVEL KEY CHAIN

4Gb MINI CLIP
USB FLASH DRIVE

Protect your privacy with this ultra-thin webcam privacy cov-
er. The sliding cover can be used on smartphones, laptops, 
Smart TV’s, PC’s and tablets. Stop all potential on-lookers 
today! The web camera cover adheres to your device with 
its own strong adhesive backing. Available in black or white,  
full-coverage imprint makes for infinite decoration possibil-
ities!

Novelty Printers offers custom logo imprint on 
various  customer-supplied products. Services 
offered includes pad printing, digital four-color 
process printing, and laser engraving.

Cost, printing capability, and turnaround varies. 
Please contact Novelty Printers for information.

This gift item is a great giveaway for auto dealerships, Col-
lege & University events, self promotions, company appre-
ciation days and much more. The imprint area offers ample 
space for your logo to be imprinted for high visibility. The 
mini LED flashlight features an on/off push button, translu-
cent colored body, silver trim with a swivel key chain ring. 
Available in black, red, blue, pink, and white.

A great, lightweight way to get your presentation, catalogue, 
or other information in the hands of your target audience. 
Inexpensive mailer when you cannot be there in person. 
Full color printable, two printable surfaces (front and back). 
Available in black or white, 4 Gigabyte capacity.

TORCHLIGHT
KEY CHAINS




